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It's the ultimate art tome for the iconic Devil May Cry franchise! Collected are materials
from all four classic Devil May Cry games and the Devil May Cry anime series. Inside
you'll find character artwork, weapon designs, creatures, locations, and more. Also
included are over 20-pages of exclusive interviews with the developers and artists
behind the long-running series, as well as plenty of creator commentary!
Over eight decades, Batman’s crime-fighting partner has become nearly as
recognizable a pop culture icon as the Dark Knight himself-and this collection
celebrates the many incarnations of comics’ greatest sidekick! From Dick Grayson’s
debut to the dark side of Jason Todd, the dawn of Tim Drake, and the debut of Damian
Wayne, experience pivotal Robin moments throughout history! Collects stories from
Batman #368, #410, #411, and #466; Detective Comics #38, #165, #394-395, #535,
and #796; Robin #25-26; The Batman Chronicles: The Gauntlet #1; Star Spangled
Comics #65 and #124; Teen Titans #14; and Batman and Robin #0.
Read the novel that ignited the phenomenon! In the year 2022, gamers rejoice as
Sword Art Online - a VRMMORPG (Virtual Reality Massively Multiplayer Online Role
Playing Game) like no other - debuts, allowing players to take full advantage of the
ultimate in gaming technology: NerveGear, a system that allows users to completely
immerse themselves in a wholly realistic gaming experience. But when the game goes
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live, the elation of the players quickly turns to horror as they discover that, for all its
amazing features, SAO is missing one of the most basic functions of any MMORPG - a
log-out button. Now trapped in the virtual world of Aincrad, their bodies held captive by
NerveGear in the real world, users are issued a chilling ultimatum: conquer all one
hundred floors of Aincrad to regain your freedom. But in the warped world of SAO,
"game over" means certain death - both virtual and real...
When the Riddler kidnaps the son of a police detective, Batman comes to the rescue.
The Art of Rocksteady Studio's Batman: Arkham Trilogy is the first official look behind
the scenes of one of the most critically acclaimed and commercially successful videogame series of all time. Collecting together the best preproduction art, concept
sketches, background paintings, character turnarounds, and sketch-to-final-ingame
comparisons from all three of Rocksteady's coreArkham titles--Asylum, City,
andKnight--this collector's tome takes fans through every stage of the creative process,
from story work by legendary Batman writer Paul Dini to voice work by Kevin Conroy
and Mark Hamill, as well as all of the concept art, development art, production art, and
CG artistry in between. Key creative and development talent offer insights into the
creative process through exclusive, candid interviews, making the book the definitive
look back at six years of gaming innovation that have helped re-imagine the Batman
mythos in yet another iconic incarnation.
From the world of the Batman: Arkham Rocksteady video game series comes the
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graphic novel tales filling in the gaps of the story, now collected here in one massive
omnibus edition! This huge volume includes every graphic novel ever published in
concert with the best-selling, critically acclaimed video games Batman: Arkham Asylum,
Batman: Arkham City and Batman: Arkham Knight! Follow the Dark Knight through this
amazingly unique take on the world of Gotham City. Explore the stories behind the
Joker's death, the birth of the Suicide Squad, the origin of the new Dark Knight and
more! Includes contributions from some of the comics industry elite creators such as
Peter J. Tomasi (Batman & Robin, Superman), Paul Dini (Batman: The Animated
Series), Karen Traviss (Gears of War, Halo), Derek Fridolfs (Batman, Teen Titans), and
Adam Beechen (Teen Titans), this oversize omnibus edition is a must-have for any fan
of Batman or the worldwide phenomenon game series ! Collects Batman: Arkham
Origins, Batman: Arkham Knight: Batgirl Begins #1, Batman: Arkham Asylum: The
Road to Arkham #1, Batman: Arkham City #1-5, Batman: Arkham City Digital Chapter
#1-7, Batman: Arkham City: End Game #1, Batman: Arkham Unhinged #1-20, Batman:
Arkham Knight #1-#12, Batman: Arkham Knight: Robin Special #1, Batman: Arkham
Knight Annual #1, Batman: Arkham Knight: Batgirl & Harley Quinn #1 and Batman:
Arkham Knight Genesis #1-6.
"A crack splits the sky above Gotham City... a tear in reality itself. This rift pulls the Dark
Knight into a bizarre and unfamiliar world, with no memory of who he is or where he
came from...Batman has been drawn into Fortnite! ** This hardcover collection includes
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a bonus code unlocking seven DC-themed Fortnite digital items ** As he fights to recall
his past and escape an endless loop of chaos and struggle, he'll come face-to-face with
the likes of Renegade Raider, Fishstick, Bandolier, and more. While the world's
greatest detective strives to make sense of this strange new world, he'll uncover the
shocking truth about the Island, what lies beyond the Loop, and how everything is
connected to the mysterious Zero Point. Batman/Fortnite: Zero Point uncovers secrets
never before revealed in game or anywhere else! Every fan of Batman, Fortnite,
stunning art and edge-of-your-seat excitement won't want to miss the Caped Crusader
facing off against Fortnite champions on the Island, in a desperate attempt to save not
only himself, but other familiar faces from the DCU...and perhaps the Multiverse
itself!"-Graphic novel.

Explores the history of Batman's relationship with Commissioner James Gordon,
as they fight crime in the streets of Gotham City.
Presents a guide to the motion picture in which Bruce Wayne deals with his
parents' murder and begins the transformation which returns him to Gotham City
as Batman, a protector against crime and injustice.
A thrilling, epic tale inspired by the best selling graphic novel of all time, DC
Comics' The Death of Superman. When the intergalactic serial killer Doomsday is
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unearthed, Superman meets the creature head on in the battle to end all battles.
After the Man of Steel gives his life to save Metropolis and defeat Doomsday, the
city he preserved and the ones he loved most mourn their fallen hero and friend.
But a world without Superman proves to be short-lived when the Man of Steel
returns -- or does he? This DC Universe original movie brings the classic story to
life in SUPERMAN: DOOMSDAY! Also included in this collector's edition package
is the SUPERMAN: THE DEATH OF SUPERMAN graphic novel, the seminal
bestselling tale that chronicles the death of the Man of Steel. Written and drawn
by the legendary Dan Jurgens, THE DEATH OF SUPERMAN made international
headlines and shaped the Last Son of Krypton's comic universe for years to
come!"
Time Out Guides are rated top guidebook brand by Which? Survey, for level of
detail, photography, quality of maps, ease of finding information and value for
money. Time Out Shortlist Gotham & Metropolis selects the very best of the
cities’ sightseeing, restaurants, shopping, nightlife and entertainment, with Time
Out's trademark expertise. It also takes you straight to the latest venues, tips you
off to the news and fashions and gives the dates that matter. It's the best
reference for anyone visiting Gotham & Metropolis in a handy size and easy to
use format. The guide has been written by Dan Wallace, author of 'Man of Steel:
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Inside the Legendary World of Superman’ and the 'The DC Comics
Encyclopedia’, among other superhero inspired works. And it has been
developed in collaboration with the filmmaking team behind Batman v Superman:
Dawn of Justice.”
Graphic fantasy adventure.
Writer Brian Michael Bendis reunites with artist David Marquez (Miles Morales,
Iron Man, Batman/Superman) for a new, star-studded Justice League featuring
Superman, Batman, the Flash, Hawkgirl, Aquaman, Hippolyta, new DC
powerhouse Naomi, and...is that Black Adam?! Superman is leading the charge
to reinvent the Justice League-and at the same time, a new, cosmic-powered
threat arrives from Naomi’s homeworld to rule the Earth! And in the backup
story, dark days lie ahead for the new Justice League Dark. Zatanna and John
Constantine take a road trip, only to discover horror around the bend as a friendand sometime foe-is reborn in fire! A legend is destroyed, and another takes a
terrible turn, as Merlin reveals the beginning of a new, blood-drenched plot for all
humankind. So begins writer Ram V’s new journey into the abyss with the
Justice League Dark and artist Xermanico!
For use in schools and libraries only. Chronicles the events that led to Bruce
Wayne's becoming Batman and his first year fighting crime.
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Led by the Joker, the patients of Arkham Asylum take over the building and
threaten to murder the staff unless Batman agrees to meet with them, a situation
that results in Batman being pushed to the brink of madness himself.
With the World-ending threat of the The Storm hanging over him, Hercules is
pushed to the limits. The temptation to give up on his new, reformed way of life is
huge. Can the advice and support of an old friend keep him on the level? It
depends... when that friend is Amadeus Cho, aka the totally AWESOME Hulk!
Beginning Hercules: Gods of War, an all-new epic that takes Hercules right to the
front line of Civil War 2! COLLECTING: Civil War II: Gods of War 1-4, Journey
Into Mystery Annual (1965) 1
Duela Dent claims to be the child of many of Gotham City’s most infamous supervillains, including Catwoman, Scarecrow, the Riddler and the Penguin, but
there’s one name she is always known by: the Joker’s Daughter! This
mysterious young woman started out as a villain and became a heroic member of
the Teen Titans before finally returning to her criminal roots. Batman has learned
that when dealing with the Joker’s Daughter, it’s best to expect the unexpected.
BATMAN ARKHAM: JOKER’S DAUGHTER collects some of the villain's
greatest stories by classic creators, including Bob Rozakis (ACTION COMICS),
Geoff Johns (THE FLASH), Ann Nocenti (CATWOMAN), Irv Novick (BATMAN),
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Don Heck (WONDER WOMAN), Georges Jeanty (SUPERBOY) and many more!
Collects BATMAN FAMILY #6, #8-9, #16, #19, BATMAN JOKER’S DAUGHTER
#1, BATMAN THE DARK KNIGHT #23, DETECTIVE COMICS #482-483,
TITANS SECRET FILES AND ORIGINS #2 and TEEN TITANS/OUTSIDERS
SECRET FILES AND ORIGINS #1.
Marooned in another universe, a musician leads a motley army to save two
worlds, in an entertaining tale by the #1 New York Times–bestselling author. JonTom just wanted to go home. Trapped in a world where animals speak and magic
is real, the American college student yearned for an ordinary dorm-room life. But
here his music has magical power—even if he can’t control it—which may be able
to save the world from the army of the Plated Folk, whose sinister queen plans
on killing and eating every warm-blooded mammal she can get her pincers on
and taking over their lands. The great battle is coming, and Jon-Tom, whose
posse includes a wizarding turtle, a cowardly bat, and an otter with a filthy mind,
must raise an army to fight it. To find allies they must make an impossible
journey, across mountains and rivers no one has ever passed before. Survival
will be a miracle—but Jon-Tom is no ordinary musician.
Before commanding Class Zero of the elite magic academy Akademeia, before a
bloody tragedy unfolded before his eyes, Kurasame was simply an Agito cadet of
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Class Three. Thus begins the tale of a legend, of a boy who would become one
of the Four Champions of Rubrum, of the man who would become feared as the
Ice Reaper...
When a young mother and her daughter appear on Bruce Wayne's doorstep, the
famously wealthy playboy is rocked by the news that they bring. Then, when the
child is suddenly kidnapped by The Joker, Batman must plunge deep into
Gotham City's underworld to track her down and foil the Clown Prince of Crime's
twisted plan. But what is the secret that connects these archetypal antagonists to
this strange and mysterious young girl--and why does her case seem so deeply
personal to both of them? Acclaimed European comics creator Enrico Marini
(Eagles of Rome, The Scorpion, Gypsy) makes his American comics debut with
this stunning graphic novel showcasing his unique interpretations of Gotham
City's most famous heroes and villains. Collecting the lushly painted two-volume
original series, this edition also features an introduction as well as a new
sketchbook section by the artist. Collects Batman: The Dark Prince Charming
#1-2.
Blasting out of the smash-hit video game BATMAN: ARKHAM KNIGHT comes an
action-packed look at the gameÕs mysterious antihero, the Arkham Knight! He is
Gotham CityÕs newest vigilante, and his deadly tactics put him in direct
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opposition to Batman. But the KnightÕs connections to the Caped Crusader run
deep-and he has much more planned than just cleaning up GothamÕs crime.
The Arkham Knight is here to make Batman-and every one of his allies-pay for
what they did to him. So who is the Knight and why does he hate Batman so
much? Writer Peter J. Tomasi (GREEN LANTERN CORPS) along with artists
Alisson Borges (LOBO) and Dexter Soy (MORTAL KOMBAT X) delve deep into
the psychology and history of the villain (or is it hero?) of the hit game-a mustread for any fans of RocksteadyÕs acclaimed Arkham trilogy! Collects BATMAN:
ARKHAM KNIGHT GENESIS #1-6.
Learn all about your favorite Justice League characters in this comprehensive
movie guide! Do you want to know all about your favorite Justice League™
heroes? Then look no further! This official guide to the Justice League gives
details about the movie’s characters, their abilities and vehicles, and even where
they’re from. Filled with action-packed film stills, this book is the perfect gift for
Justice League fans of all ages!
In these tales that tie in to the upcoming Warner Bros. movie Wonder Woman
1984, when a failed burglary attempt causes a hostage situation at the
Smithsonian Museum of Natural History, Diana Prince is forced to leave her
teenage tour group behind so that Wonder Woman can save the day! But will
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Wonder Woman be able to bring 10 gunmen to justice and get back to her tour
group in time? And in a second story, it’s the eighties, and greed is good-as long
as you already have it all! Wonder Woman and Steve Trevor hunt down the
reckless mastermind who makes the ultimate power move by stealing Diana’s
golden lasso!
#1 New York Times Bestseller Inspired by Charles Dickens' immortal classic A
Christmas Carol, BATMAN: NOEL features different interpretations of the Dark
Knight, along with his enemies and allies, in different eras. Along the way,
Batman must come to terms with his past, present and future as he battles
villains from the campy 1960s to dark and brooding menaces of today, while
exploring what it means to be the hero that he is. Members of Batman's
supporting cast enact roles analogous to those from A Christmas Carol, with
Robin, Catwoman, Superman, The Joker and more playing roles that will be
familiar to anyone who knows Dickens' original holiday tale.
THE OFFICIAL PREQUEL TO THE MOST EAGERLY AWAITED GAME OF
2015 -- BATMAN: ARKHAM KNIGHT! The Joker's death has left a void in the
Gotham City underworld--a void the Riddler seeks to fill in the deadliest way
possible. Creating a path of death and destruction, the criminal mastermind
places Batman and Robin in an unwinnable scenario, with the clock ticking down
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the moments to disaster. TM & (c) DC Comics. (s15)
Offers a novelization of the new Superman movie, set to be released in June
2013. Original.
A NEW YORK TIMES Bestseller! Hailed as a comics masterpiece, THE DARK
KNIGHT RETURNS is Frank Miller's (300 and SIN CITY) reinvention of the
legend of Batman. It remains an undisputed classic, one of the most influential
stories ever told in comics, and is a book cited by the filmmakers as an
inspiration for the most recent Batman movies. It is ten years after an aging
Batman has retired and Gotham City has sunk deeper into decadence and
lawlessness. Now, as his city needs him most, the Dark Knight returns in a blaze
of glory. Joined by Carrie Kelly, a teenage female Robin, Batman takes to the
streets to end the threat of the mutant gangs that have overrun the city. And after
facing off against his two greatest enemies, the Joker and Two-Face, for the final
time, Batman finds himself in mortal combat with his former ally, Superman, in a
battle that only one of them will survive. This collection is hailed as a comics
masterpiece and was responsible for the launch of the Christopher Nolan Batman
movies. This volume collects BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS #1-4.
The first comic dedicated exclusively to The Dark Knight! This 1940 issue pitted
the Dynamic Duo against classic menaces including Professor Hugo Strange.
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Plus, the first appearances of The Joker and Catwoman (referred to as "the
Cat")! Also includes a 2-page retelling of Batman's origin.
Traumatized by the death of Robin, the Dark Knight Detective descends into a
brutal existence. But this blind quest for retribution has extremely hazardous
mental and physical consequences as a careless and unhinged Batman suffers
injury after injury. Deducing the connection between Bruce Wayne and Batman
as well as the repercussions that the murder of the Boy Wonder are having on
him, a teenaged Tim Drake seeks out Dick Grayson, the original Robin, in a
desperate attempt to reunite the Dynamic Duo. An emotional and intense
adventure, 'Batman - A lonely place of dying' illustrates the true significance of
Batman and Robin's relationship and also introduces a new Boy Wonder.
It's 1962: a world of Jazz music, beatniks and Bohemians. JFK is in the white
house. The Beatles are still in Hamburg and Elvis is out of THE service. And in
Gotham City... two thrill-crazed youths are calling themselves Batgirl and Robin,
grabbing headlines and making waves. Grayson, sparks fly right from the start.
But when Dick's family are murdered, mere mischief becomes serious business
as Batgirl and Robin arm themselves and set out to get justice. At the same time,
Gotham's newly appointed Commissioner of Police has assigned Detective Bruce
Wayne, to take down the young thrill-seekers and solve the murder mystery.
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In this fantasy skirmish wargame, wizards do battle amidst the frozen ruins of the
ancient city of Felstad in the hopes of discovering the treasures of a fallen
empire. Each player takes on the role of a wizard from one of ten schools of
magic, and builds his band of followers. The wizard's apprentice will usually
accompany his master and more than a dozen other henchmen types are
available for hire, from lowly thugs to heavily armoured knights and stealthy
assassins. Wizards can expand their magical knowledge by unlocking ancient
secrets and can learn up to 80 different spells. As they gain power and wealth,
wizards can also develop their headquarters on the outskirts of the city, turning
one of a dozen different basic locations into bastions of their art, equipping them
with alchemical laboratories, mystical forges, astronomical telescopes and other
magical resources. While individual games of Frostgrave are quick and can
easily be played in an hour or two, it is by connecting these games into an
ongoing campaign, that players will find the most enjoyment. The scenarios given
in the book are merely the beginning of the limitless, thrilling adventures that can
be found amidst the ruins of the lost city.
Make sure to check out the other installments in this unparalleled collection of
historical information on The Legend of Zelda franchise with the New York Times
best selling The Legend of Zelda: Art & Artifacts and The Legend of Zelda:
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Encyclopedia. Also look for The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild — Creating a
Champion for an indepth look at the art, lore, and making of the best selling video
game! Dark Horse Books and Nintendo team up to bring you The Legend of
Zelda: Hyrule Historia, containing an unparalleled collection of historical
information on The Legend of Zelda franchise. This handsome digital book
contains never-before-seen concept art, the full history of Hyrule, the official
chronology of the games, and much more! Starting with an insightful introduction
by the legendary producer and video-game designer of Donkey Kong, Mario, and
The Legend of Zelda, Shigeru Miyamoto, this book is crammed full of information
about the storied history of Link's adventures from the creators themselves! As a
bonus, The Legend of Zelda: Hyrule Historia includes an exclusive comic by the
foremost creator of The Legend of Zelda manga — Akira Himekawa!
Adam West, star of the classic "Batman" television series, gives a behind-thescenes account of what really went on when the cameras stopped rolling.
Includes candid photos and an episode guide no Bat-fan should be without.
Take a twisted journey with Batman's deranged enemy, the Joker, to explore the
psychosis of several of the Dark Knight's famous foes.
THE OFFICIAL NOVELIZATION OF THE MOST EAGERLY AWAITED GAME
OF 2015 -- BATMAN: ARKHAM KNIGHT! Gotham City is in chaos as the criminal
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organizations run wild, seeking to fill the void left by the death of the Joker. When
the Scarecrow threatens to unleash a toxin that will kill scores of innocents, the
result is uncontrollable panic. TM & (c) DC Comics. (s15)
Assemble a team of the world’s most dangerous imprisoned super criminals,
provide them the most powerful arsenal at the government’s disposal, and send
them to defeat an enigmatic, unstoppable enemy. U.S. intelligence officer
Amanda Waller has gathered a group of disparate, despicable individuals with
next to nothing to lose. Once they figure out they were chosen to fail, will the
Suicide Squad resolve to die beating the odds, or decide it’s every man for
himself?
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